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WHAT YOU WILL NEED
The following event will use the rules taken from either the standard 2nd Edition Warlord rulebook:

Or the latest hard cover version ‘Savage North’:

Both books contain the rules (Savage North includes all the updated errata which can also be
found at the official Reaper Miniatures website: www.reapermini.com) but for those players looking to play
a specific faction it is recommended you get that rule book first as they are split over the two books. Having
both books if possible would help you to understand your opponents forces and give you an advantage, but
not necessary.
You will also need:
• At least one Ten Sided Dice (D10). Six with a mix of two colours preferred.
• Tape measure with inches marked on it.
• Pen and paper
• A deck of cards
• Colour markers to indicate a models condition eg. Poisoned, Stunned, etc.
• Miniatures to represent your faction on the battlefield.
Important: Please see the ‘Final Notes’ section for more information about miniatures.

CAMPAIGN RULES
Games will be played each Sunday between 10:00am and 5:00pm at the Tabletop Gamers
Association club rooms located:

TABLETOP GAMERS ASSOCIATION MAIN HALL
HIGGINS PARK TENNIS CLUB
PLAYFIELD STREET, EAST VICTORIA PARK, PERTH

Food and drink are available from the club and if the tennis club is open there is a licensed bar.
This campaign will take place over an eight week period starting Sunday, 7th July 2013 and
ending Sunday, 25th August 2013. Players have only to pay the standard $4 entry each week to play; there is
no additional cost to play. The weekly schedule is as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

300 Points – No ‘Warlord’ choices.
400 Points
500 Points – ‘Warlord’ choices can now be taken.
600 Points
700 Points – ‘Team’ games can now be played.
800 Points
900 Points – Campaign Ends. Winner Announced.
1000 Points – ‘Mega Battle’ weekend.

The winner of the campaign will receive a trophy to take home with them donated by Tabletop
Gamers Association’s official sponsor in Perth - Alpha Strike (www.alphastrike.com.au)

All games will use the ‘Five Game Turns’ limit. Players can play fewer points if both sides agree,
but the maximum point limits from each week stand.
At the end of each game both players add up the points value of the miniatures they have lost and
removed from play during the battle (wounded miniatures count as zero points). This total is awarded to
the opposing player. Results are recorded on the recording sheet available at TGA. This is then handed to
the campaign organiser (or designated aid) who will tally all the results at the end of each week and post
them on a whiteboard at the club and on the TGA forums via www.notenoughorks.com/forum.
‘Team’ games are for four players split into two teams. Each player selects a suit from the deck of
cards and allocates the number of cards to the deck as per the standard rules for number of troops,
Tactician SA, etc. At the end of the game each player adds up the points value of the miniatures they have
lost and removed from play during the battle (wounded miniatures count as zero points). The individual
team member who lost the most points from their Warband is the total allocated to both members of the
opposing team.

For individual games only the first game against the same opponent each week in the campaign
will count towards the weekly total. This is true for ‘Team’ games as well. Players are free to play multiple
games against the same opponent, but your first game is the only score that will count that week. Players
are encouraged to player multiple players each week to increase their points tally as even a minor loss will
still increase the overall points in the campaign.

On the eighth weekend at Tabletop Gamers Association all the players are invited to take part in
the ‘Mega Battle’. This will have all the armies assembled into two teams who will then face off to create
the first and largest game of its kind for Warlord 2nd Edition in Perth’s history! A larger table will be set
aside in the club and pictures of the event will be recorded.

FINAL NOTES
As this is a fun campaign players are not restricted to using the official miniatures to play. It is
expected that if a substitute miniature from another company is used it is to match closely to the troop
choice. For example, using a Games Workshop High Elf miniature to represent a Tembrithil Wood Elf is not
acceptable, even though they are both elven miniatures.
The game is designed to use square bases (with a minimum of 25mm size) as some figures have
special abilities that measure ‘one side of a flat edge’. However, these abilities are few and far between
across the factions. If a miniature has a round base (or a smaller square base) you are still allowed to use it
in the campaign. If you have any doubts about anything then please ask the campaign organisers first who
will make a ruling for you. It is supposed to be fun and not a chore to play after all.

The fantastic miniatures you see in the pictures in this player pack are from the Reaper Miniatures
range and are official miniatures used in sanctioned ‘Warlord’ tournaments and events. If you would like to
see more then visit TGA’s official sponsor Alpha Strike, an online retail store based in Perth who carry a
large range of these miniatures, plus more!

www.alphastrike.com.au
Thank you for your interest in another great Tabletop Gamers Association event and I hope to see
you across the battlefield.
Adam ‘Ivoryskull’ Jones – TGA Co-Founder and ‘TGA Warlord Campaign 2013’ organiser.
Email: tgaperth@live.com.au
Mobile: 0404 949 289

